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a b s t r a c t

This paper studied the behaviors of sintering between Ag nanoparticle (NP) and nanoflake

(NF) in the same size by molecular dynamics simulation. Before the sintering simulation,

the melting simulation of NF was carried out to calculate the melting points of NFs and

investigate the thermostability of NF. The Lindemann index and potential energy showed

that the melting points of NF were significantly size-dependent. During the heating pro-

cess, the sharp corner of NF transformed to the round corner and could bend spontane-

ously lower than melting points. In sintering simulation, the sintering process of NF-NP

showed a metastable stage before equilibrium. Under low sintering temperature (500 K),

the degree of plasticity sintering mechanism of NF-NP was more prominent, which

generated more defects, such as amorphous atoms, dislocations, and stacking faults, than

NP-NP. The sintered products of NF-NP also presented a better neck size and shrinkage

than NP-NP in the same size. A new sintering behavior was observed: NF was bent toward

the NP during the sintering. The bending curvature of NF increased as the thickness or the

length/width decreased. For the NF with the ratio of length/width to thickness of 5:1,

bending could further significantly facilitate neck growth. At 700 K, the plasticity mecha-

nism dominated both the sintering processes of NF-NP and NP-NP. And NF-NP showed a

larger diffusivity than NP-NP. At last, we investigated the effects of crystal misorientation,

and found that a tilted grain boundary generated in the neck. The NF had the trend of

rotation to decrease the crystal misorientation.

© 2021 The Author(s). Published by Elsevier B.V. This is an open access article under the CC

BY-NC-ND license (http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-nc-nd/4.0/).
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1. Introduction

Nanoparticles (NPs) have lowermelting points compared with

their counterpart because of their larger surface-to-volume

ratio and surface curvature [1,2]. Ag NPs have been widely

used in electronics packaging and conductive ink due to their

high electrical and thermal conductivity and the property of

lower temperature sintering [3e5]. Sintering, as one of the

most important methods to form a connection between Ag

NPs, many works studied the sintering mechanism of NPs.

Cheng et al. [6,7] reported that the plastic deformation

mechanism existed in the collision of NPs at room tempera-

ture. The collision rate could be controlled by the shapes and

sizes of NPs. Wang et al. [8] and Zhang et al. [9] studied the

diffusion mechanism of transient liquid phase bonding and

monometallic NPs' sintering, respectively. And the influence

factors such as the size of NPs, temperature, heating rate,

pressure, and crystalline orientation have also been explored

during the sintering process [9e13].

The shape of NP as an essential variable has significant ef-

fects on sintering behaviors andmechanical properties. Under

the low temperature and low-pressure conditions, the sintered

Ag nanoflakes (NFs) strength was 30 MPa higher than that of

sintered Ag NPs [14]. The shape of NPs can adjust the porosity

and pore size of the sintered structure and influence the sin-

tering rate, neck growth mechanism, and diffusivity [15,16].

Mirkoohi et al. [17]simulated the sintering process of sintered

pairs composedof sphereNPandother shapes, suchas sphere-

flake, sphere-nanowire, in molecular dynamics. However, the

mechanisms of sintering with different shapes NPs have not

been studied. The report shows that the nanocube has the

trend that the shape transforms fromcube to sphereduring the

heating process (temperature lower than melting points) [18].

And the NF, as a kind of nanocube with a small thickness, has

cubic sharps, which are easy to lose and transform to rounded

edges or corners [19]. Therefore, the thermal stability of NF is

different from sphere NP. The new sinteringmechanismsmay

be found out during the sintering of NF with NP.

In this simulation, we mainly explored the sintering pro-

cess between NP and NF based onmolecular dynamics. Before

the sintering simulation, we conducted a melting simulation

to determine the melting points and thermal stabilities of

different sizes of NFs, which was helpful for the subsequent

sintering simulation design and analysis. In the sintering

simulation, the sintering pairs consisting of NF and NP were

sintered at 500 K, 600 K, and 700 K to investigate the temper-

ature effect. And we also took into account the crystal

misorientation. The shrinkage [20] and the ratio of neck size to

the width of NP (x/W) [21] were used to characterize the

sinterability of nano pairs. And Mean Square Displacement

(MSD) [22] was used to analyze the sintering mechanism and

diffusion behaviors.

2. Methods

2.1. Modeling method

In this study, all the simulations were performed in 3 di-

mensions simulation box with period boundaries. To
investigate the effects of NF's thickness on sintering, Two

kinds of length (width)-to-thickness ratios, 5:1 and 5:2, were

involved. 5 nm, 7 nm, 9 nm and 11 nm were selected as the

length (width) of NFs or the diameters of NPs to study the size

effect on the sintering process. Therefore, this study involved

12 kinds of nanostructures. Since pure Ag constructed all the

nanostructures, NFs and NPs had the perfect face-centered

cubic (FCC) structure at the modeling stage. The configura-

tions of all kinds of NPs and NFs are shown in Table 1. To

simplify the description of the behavior of NF, the plane

containing the length and thickness and the plane containing

the length and width were defined as plane A and plane B.

The P.L. Williams' EAM potential [23] was selected to

describe the interaction of atoms. The lattice constant and the

melting point measured by this potential were coordinated

with the experimental data. The total energy of the system

based on this force field is:

Ei ¼Fa

0
@X

jsi

rb
�
rij
�
1
Aþ 1

2

X
jsi

4ab

�
rij
�

(1)

where F is the embedding energy which is a function of r , the

atomic electron density, 4 is a pair potential interaction, a and

b are the element types of atoms i and j. Before the melting

simulation and the sintering simulation, all the NFs and NPs

used the steepest descent algorithm to conduct the energy

minimization. After that, the models relaxed at 300 K for 100

ps. According to previous research [24], if the nanostructure

became utterly relaxed, it would take hundreds of ns or even

several ms. However, the hundreds of relaxation times would

cost considerable computing resources. Therefore, we used

the metastable NFs and NPs to conduct the simulation. And 1

fs was selected as the timestep.

2.2. Melting and sintering method

Many previous reports [25e27] had studied the thermal sta-

bility of the pure Ag NP and their cluster. Therefore, we only

conducted the melting simulation of NFs. In melting simula-

tion, the isothermal heating (IH) method [20] was used to

eliminate the thermal gradient inside the NF during the

heating process. The temperature range was 300 Ke1400 K

with an interval of 100 K. When the temperature was close to

themelting point of NF, the temperature intervalwas adjusted

to 20 K. We found that the nanostructure spent a longer time

reaching an equilibrium state at a higher temperature during

the melting process. In order to ensure the nanostructures

were stable, the NFs were kept at each temperature for 150 ps.

The PE evolutions of NFs were shown in S1 (300 Ke1400 K, the

temperature interval was 100 K) to demonstrate the NFs were

equilibrium. We only collected the last 20 ps of data. The NVT

ensemble was employed during the melting process, where

the temperature was controlled by the NoseeHoover

thermostat.

The chips can be connected with the substrate in the

electronic package process by sintering Ag NPs at around

600 K [28]. The higher sintering temperature may damage the

chips. Therefore, 500 K, 600 K, and 700 K were selected as the

sintering temperature. In sintering simulation, The NFs were

the same as the models in melting simulation. Before

https://doi.org/10.1016/j.jmrt.2021.12.029
https://doi.org/10.1016/j.jmrt.2021.12.029


Table 1 e The details of 4 types of NPs and 8 types of NFs include the atom numbers and configurations.

Diameter and number of NP d ¼ 5 nm NP1 d ¼ 7 nm NP2 d ¼ 9 nm NP3 d ¼ 11 nm NP4

Atom number 3819 10,545 22,391 40,902

Configuration

flake

nanoparticle

5*5*1 nm3

NF1

7*7*1.4 nm3

NF2

9*9*1.8 nm3

NF3

11*11*2.2 nm3

NF4

Atom number 1562 4287 8712 16,038

Configuration

Size and number of NF 5*5*2 nm3

NF5

7*7*2.8 nm3

NF6

9*9*3.6 nm3

NF7

11*11*4.4 nm3

NF8

Atom number 3125 8575 17,424 32,076

Configuration

For each NF, we showed the configurations in two views, where the left figure was the plane A of NF, and the other was the plane B of NF.
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sintering, each sintering model was relaxed at the corre-

sponding sintering temperature for 150 ps to reach equilib-

rium. We combined the NF and NP with the same size (the

length/width of NF equal to the diameter of NP) or two equal-

size NPs as a nano pair for sintering. The NP faced the center

of plane B of NF, as shown in Fig. 1. Before sintering, the gap of

NF/NP and NP was 4.085 �A. The sintering time was 500 ps. To

eliminate the effects of NF-NP or NP-NP orientation, the NF or

NP sinteredwith NP in <100> orientations [13]. The simulation

and the result visualization were performed by LAMMPS [29]

and OVITO [30], respectively.
3. Melting simulation

In melting simulation, the melting points of NFs can be

determined by potential energy (PE) and Lindemann index (LI)

[31]. The LI of atoms in the system is given by
dLI;i ¼ 1
N� 1

X rij � rij

rij
(2)
jsi

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
2 2

q

where N is the total number of atoms in the system, rij is the

distance between atoms I and j, is the ensemble average. The

LI of the system is given by

dLI ¼ 1
N

X
i

dLI;i (3)

The curves of PE per atom and LI of the system evolved

with temperature are shown in Fig. 2(a) and (b), respectively.

The melting points of NFs can be determined by finding the

temperature that the slope of curves has a steep increase in PE

and LI temperature. Themelting points of eight types of NF are

given in Table 2. The melting points determined by both

methods roughly agreed with each other. The melting points

determined by LI were 20 K higher than that from PE. On the

whole, the melting points increased with the volume of NF.

https://doi.org/10.1016/j.jmrt.2021.12.029
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Fig. 1 e The initial configuration of nano pair combined by NF5 and NP1 in sintering simulation.
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However, the melting points of NF1, NF2, and NF5 were the

same. We suggested that the temperature accuracy near the

melting points was 20 K so that we cannot distinguish their

melting point from the curves when the melting point dif-

ferencewas less than 20 K. Andwe also found that themelting

points of thinner NF were lower than thicker ones when the

NFs had a similar volume. e.g., Although the volumes of NF4

(Natom ¼ 16,038) and NF7 (Natom ¼ 17,424) were similar, the

melting point of NF4 was 80 K higher than that of NF4. Similar
Table 2 e The melting points of eight types NF determined by

NF item NF1 NF2 NF3

Melting points (PE) 1060 1060 1060

Melting points (LI) 1080 1080 1080

Fig. 2 e (a) The potential energy per atom and (b) the Lindeman

melting point of each NF was presented by the dashed lines with

NF2, and NF5.
results can also be reflected by NF3 and NF6. Therefore,

decreasing the thickness of NF can significantly reduce the

melting points.

In Fig. 2, we could not only determine the melting points

but also analyze the thermal stability of NF. The LI curves

fluctuated with different degrees under the melting points.

The intensity of the fluctuation varied with the types of NF.

And before the beginning of melting, the LI showed a non-

linear growth. The NF with a thinner or smaller length/
PE and LI.

NF4 NF5 NF6 NF7 NF8

1140 1080 1180 1120 1220

1160 1100 1200 1140 1240

n Index as functions of temperature for 8 types of NF. The

the corresponding color, in which the dashed lines of NF1,

https://doi.org/10.1016/j.jmrt.2021.12.029
https://doi.org/10.1016/j.jmrt.2021.12.029


Fig. 3 e (a) The displacement vector of NF5 from 300 K to 700 K. (b)e(e) The displacement vector of (b) NF3, (c) NF7, (d) NF4, (e)

NF8 at 500 K based on their configurations of 300 K.
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width presented this tendency at a lower temperature

because of poorer thermal stability.

To further study the thermal stability and sintering pro-

cess of NF, we analyzed their behavior during the heating

process. The first behavior was that the sharp corner of NF

transformed to the round corner at a temperature lower than

melting points, which was unique to NF. At a temperature

lower than melting points, the sharp corner of NF trans-

formed to the round corner. To illustrate this phenomenon,

we showed the displacement vector diagram of NF5 in

Fig. 3(a). At first, we got the displacement vector of NF5 at

500 K by taking shape at 300 K as a reference. And then, the

displacement vector diagram of the subsequent temperature

was generated based on the previous temperature. At 300 K,
Fig. 4 e The morphology of (a) NF1 and (b) NF2 with construct
the NF5 had sharp corners without transforming to round

corners. As the temperature increased to 500 K, the atoms

moved, and most of them were concentrated at the four

corners. Most atoms located at corners moved along the

surface and edge or moved to the inner part of bulk, which

leads to the sharp corners transformed to round corners.

Except for the corners, a few atoms had displacement be-

haviors with a small degree on the edge. At 600 K, the area

where.

The atoms occurred displacement became larger in the

northwest corner. And at 700 K, the range of the atomic

displacement continued increasing. The concentrated

displacement area transferred to the southeast corner. There

were also some atoms located at the north edge also occurred
surface mesh. The red line represented the outline of NFs.

https://doi.org/10.1016/j.jmrt.2021.12.029
https://doi.org/10.1016/j.jmrt.2021.12.029
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the larger displacement. The decrease of thickness can facil-

itate the transformation of sharp corners to round corners.

This phenomenon can also be observed in large size of NFs

such as NF7 and NF8.

Another behavior of NF was that the small size of thin NF

could bend spontaneously at higher temperatures. To reflect

the evolution of the structure of NF, we used the construct

surface mesh to characterize the surface of NF1 and NF2, as

shown in Fig. 4. At 300 K, NF1 with a round corner maintained

the cube structure. When the temperature increased to 700 K,

NF1 exhibited large bending in length and width direction

without external force. Even at a lower temperature, such as

500 K, the bulk bending in a small degree had already occurred

in NF1. However, it was difficult to observe clearly in picture

form. NF2 also had the behavior of bending which degree was

smaller than that of NF1.

To further investigate the thermal stability of NFs, we

analyzed the LI of atoms of NFs. According to the report [31], if

the LI of the atom is larger than the critical value of Linde-

mann index, the atom was defined as the Lindemann atom

(the atom located at melting state). The critical value of the

Lindemann index of Ag was 0.07. However, we found that as

the temperature reached the melting point, few LIs of atoms

were higher than 0.07. Therefore, we redetermined the critical

value of LI by selecting the minimum LI of atoms at melting

points, as shown in Table 3.

In Fig. 5, we showed the LI of each atom of NFs at 700 K and

1000 K. The NFs with the same size of length/width were

placed in a 3-dimension coordinate at 700 K and 1000 K,

respectively. In each coordinate system, the upper part was

the NF with a ratio of length/width to thickness of 5:1, and the

lower part was the NFwith a ratio of length/width to thickness

of 5:2. The LI of the atom was presented by the corresponding

color assigned to the color bar on the right. At 700 K, most

atoms' LI of NF larger than 7 nm were maintained low. Some

atoms of NF1 and NF5 were characterized as LI atoms since

their LI was around the critical value of LI (red spot). This

indicated that the premelting occurred.

Because the LI atoms did not appear in other NFs, the

premelting process did not occur in NF3 to NF8. We noted that

a small number of atoms were characterized as LI atoms on

the surface of NF1, NF2, NF3, NF5, and NF6. The premelting

occurred in NFs with different degrees. Due to the premelting,

the structure of NF1 had lost the regular hexahedron struc-

ture, and the area of plane A of NF1 was smaller than that of

NF5. At 1000 K (Fig. 5(b), since the system provided more en-

ergy to NF, there were more NF (NF1, NF2, NF3, NF5, NF6)
Table 3 e The critical index of eight types of NFs.

The types of NF Critical value of LI

NF1 0.0206

NF2 0.0126

NF3 0.0105

NF4 0.094

NF5 0.0155

NF6 0.0104

NF7 0.0082

NF8 0.0068
occurred the surface premelting. And the degree of surface

premelting of NF is greater, which induced the trend that the

atoms displaced from corner or edge to inner part of NF were

more significant than that at 700 K.We coud observed that the

morphology of NF1 even transformed to a rugby-ball-like.

This melting simulation aimed mainly to assist in

designing and analyzing the sintering simulation, and many

other facts could influence the thermal stability of NF.

Therefore, the exploration of the thermal stability of NF was

not our main content. And the task of exhausting all the facts

that influence the thermal stability of NF was formidable. The

study of the thermal stability of NF could be investigated in

future work.

4. Sintering simulation

4.1. The sintering of NF with NP

In the sintering simulation, we used the evolutions of poten-

tial energy and the snapshots to analyze the sintering process

and shrinkage as well as x/W to define the sintering ability.

Shrinkage was defined as the ratio of the changed distance

between mass centers of NF and NP to the initial distance,

given by:

z¼DL
L0

¼ L0 � L
L0

(4)

Where L0 was the initial distance between themass centers of

NF and NP, L was the distance changing with time. X/W was

the ratio of neck size (x) to particle size (W). In this simulation,

W was the diameter of NP. Mean square displacement (MSD)

was used to determine if the behavior of diffusion occurred,

such as surface diffusion or bulk diffusion. The MSD can also

verify the existence of the plastic deformation mechanism.

MSD can be expressed as follows:

Cd2D¼ Cf½rðt0 þ gÞ � rcomðt0 þ gÞ� � ½rðt0Þ � rcomðt0Þ�g2D (5)

Where CD is the ensemble average overall time origins, t0 the

time origins, g the observation time, r (t0) is the initial atom

position, and rcom (t0) is the initial position of CG. This equa-

tion has eliminated the effect of CG drift induced by Nos�e-

Hoover thermostats. Common Neighbor Analyze (CNA) was

employed to characterize the local structure evolution. The

cutoff distance should be defined before using CNA. The cutoff

distance of FCC structure can be expressed as follows:

rfcccut ¼
1
2

� ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
1=2

p
þ1

�
afccx0:854afcc (6)

Where afcc is the lattice constant of FCC crystal structure, the

cutoff radius of Ag was 3.491 �A.

To eliminate the effect of the difference in size between NF

andNP,we only simulated the sintering processes of NF5, NF6,

NF7, and NF8 sintered with NP which diameter was equal to

the length/width of NF. Figure 6(a) (b) was the PE time-

dependent evolutions of NF5-NP1 and NP1-NP1. The curves

showed that the PE of the sintering of NF-NP decreased more

value than that of NP-NP. The PE of NF5-NP1 decreased 0.21eV,

while NP1-NP1 only decreased 0.1eV. In the normal sintering

process of NPs, the PE time-dependent evolution can be

https://doi.org/10.1016/j.jmrt.2021.12.029
https://doi.org/10.1016/j.jmrt.2021.12.029


Fig. 5 e The LI of each atom of NFs at (a) 700 K (b) 1000 K. The NF with the same length were placed in the same coordinate

system. The upper one is the NF with thin thickness, and the lower one is the NF with thick thickness.
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divided into the following three stages: (i) the initial stage is

the PE decreased rapidly, (ii) the intermediate stage is the rate

of PE evolution became slow, and (iii) the final stage is PE

became reached equilibrium. These three stages correspond

to shrinkage. The PE time-dependent evolution of NP1-NP1

was very consistent with the above three stages. However, the

PE time-dependent evolution of NF5-NP1 can be divided into

four stages, as shown in Fig. 6 (a). The initial stage of NF5-NP1

was similar to that of NP1-NP1. Compared with the sintering
process of NP1-NP1, the initial stage of PE evolution of NF5-

NP1 lasted for a longer time with a slower rate. The interme-

diate stage of NF5-NP1 consisted of two sub-stages. In the first

sub-stage, PE maintained a metastable state lasting 50 ps.

After that, PE entered the second sub-stage and decreased

again at about 80 ps. In the end, PE became stable at 99 ps and

entered the final stage.

To explore the difference between the sintering processes

of NF5-NP1 and NP1-NP1, we analyzed the snapshots of

https://doi.org/10.1016/j.jmrt.2021.12.029
https://doi.org/10.1016/j.jmrt.2021.12.029


Fig. 6 e The Potential energy evolutions of (a) NF5-NP1 and (b) NP1-NP1. The sintering process of NF5-NP1 and NP1-NP1 can

be divided into four and three stages, respectively.
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sintering processes of NF5-NP1 (0e99 ps) and NP1-NP1(0e30

ps), as shown in Fig. 7. The cross-sections of the sintering

system the interface mesh of sintered structure combined

with dislocation analysis (DXA)were shown in snapshots. In

order to simplify the analysis of crystal evolution, we only

showed the HCP atoms in the interfacemesh.We first analyze

the sintering process of NF-NP.

In Fig. 7 (a), before sintering, it was observed that a small

number of HCP atomswere scattered in the system because of

the small size andmetastable structure before sintering (0 ps).

At the initial stage, when sintering began, NP and NF con-

tacted each other and formed the neck constructed by amor-

phous atoms (6 ps). Due to the sintered stress that existed in

the neck, two short Shockley dislocations were formed. At 9

ps, the neck grew rapidly. Some atoms transformed from

amorphous to FCC structure. The length of dislocation also

increased accompanied by generating a few HCP atoms. At 11

ps, the rate of neck growth slowed down. To further decrease

the energy induced by the amorphous atoms and optimize the

crystallization, the morphology of NF became bending, and

the NP rotated clockwise. Under the contribution of sintered

stress, there were more dislocations appeared in the neck.

Since the sintering temperature of 500 K was not high enough

to facilitate the diffusion mechanism, the sintering process

was mainly contributed by the plasticity mechanism, i.e., the

large stress that existed in the neck region produced various

defects. Two stacking faults ((1 -1 1) and (1 1 1)) had formed,

which were surrounded by several Shockley dislocations.

Since the center of the neck was completed, the A triangular

area filled with FCC structure was formed.

Up to 16 ps, the sintering process entered the first sub-

stage of the intermediate stage. The degree of bending of NF

reduced. Since the sintered stress still existed in the sintered

structure, some new dislocation was generated and a part of

Shockley dislocations decomposed into other dislocation that

characterized into other dislocation (red). Because the dislo-

cations can cause movement under the contribution of shear

stress, Some dislocationsmoved to the surface ormergedwith

other dislocations. And other dislocations intersected

together and formed a junction, which was hard to dissociate

(21 ps). The stacking faults were also become larger because of
the interaction of dislocation. At 27 ps, the end of double

Shockley dislocation (1/6 [�2 1 -1] and 1/6 [�1 -1 -2]) at the

northeast corner of NP combined into a perfect dislocation.

The stacking faults glided and restored FCC structure. At 34 ps,

part of perfect dislocation split into two Shockley dislocations

again and generated a single stacking fault. At 54 ps, the

perfect dislocation completely dissociated. At the second sub-

stage of intermediate stage, the stacking fault at the northeast

disappeared during the process of the new partial dislocations

intersecting together at 84 ps. After that, dislocations in the NP

disappeared because of the opposite dislocation vectors (94

ps). Only a single Shockley dislocation left. With the last

dislocation moved to the surface, the stacking faults trans-

formed to FCC structure. The sintering process entered the

equilibrium stage.

For the sintering structure of NF-NP with a larger size, a

similar phenomenon can also be observed. However, due to

the larger size of NF and NP had more atoms to participate in

the annihilation of defects, The sintering process entered the

equilibrium stage in a shorter time. And the details about the

behaviors of bending will be analyzed in section 4.2.

For the sintering process of NP1-NP1 (Fig. 7(b)), many past

works have reported the sintering process of the double NP

model with equal size. Therefore, we only used the sintering

of NP5-NP5 as the comparative group. The first different point

was that the sintering process of NF-NP spent a longer time

than that of NP-NP to reach the equilibrium stage, which had

already been illustrated in the previous analysis. The second

different point was that there were fewer defects generated

during the sintering process. And the interaction of disloca-

tions was fast. Since the temperature or the driven force was

not high enough to drive the neck further decreased the cur-

vature of the neck, small stacking faults bounded by a dislo-

cation existed in the upper part of the neck. The

transformation of amorphization-crystallization completed

rapidly. However, the neck size of NP1-NP1 was smaller than

that of NF5-NP1.

To quantify the sintering process, we presented the x/W

and the shrinkage of NF-NP and NP-NP from 5 nm to 11 nm as

shown in Fig. 8(a) and (b), respectively. The final value of x/W

and shrinkage at 500 K, 600 K, and 700 K were listed in Table 4.
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Fig. 7 e The snapshot of (a) NF5-NP1 and (b) NP1-NP1 during the sintering process before equilibrium at 500 K.
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Both the evolution of x/W and the shrinkage showed that NF-

NP had better sintering ability than NP-NP under the same

size. And For NF-NP and NP-NP, the trend of x/W and

shrinkage rose as the diameter dropped. The participation of

NF can significantly increase shrinkage. The results showed

that the shrinkage of NF-NP was twice as large as that of NP-
NP. We suspected that this result could be attributed to two

reasons: (1) the sintering pair consisting of NF and NP had

better sintering performance itself. (2) the results of NF-NP

calculated by the given equation of shrinkage higher than

that of NP-NP if they had the same sintering stability due to

the distance in between the center of mass of NF and NP was

https://doi.org/10.1016/j.jmrt.2021.12.029
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Fig. 8 e The evolutions of (a) x/W and (b) shrinkage for sintering of NF-NP and NP-NP in 4 sizes. The same size of the

sintering pairs were presented in the same color. The curves of NF-NP and NP-NP weremarked by the line with spot and the

line without spot, respectively.
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0.3 time smaller than that of NP-NP. According to Table .4, we

can conclude that increasing the temperature can generally

facilitate the shrinkage and x/W, especially when the tem-

perature rises from 600 K to 700 K and the small size nano

pairs. And the sintering process became equilibrium more

rapidly under higher temperatures. However, the effect of

sintering between nanostructures of different shapes on the

final shrinkage and x/W was more significant than that of

changing temperature.

In order to investigate the sintering mechanism of NF-NP,

we calculated the MSD of NF-NP and NP-NP in four sizes, as

shown in Fig. 9 from 500 K to 700 K. The slopes of the curves of

MSD were proportional to the diffusion rate. The previous

report showed that the rapid increase of MSD in the initial

stage contributed to plastic deformation mechanisms.

Therefore, we only focus on MSD at the equilibrium stage. At

500 K (Fig. 9(a)), The slopes of MSD curves for all of them were

almost 0, which indicated that the self-surface diffusion did

not occur. And this result corresponded to other reports. It

was also proved indirectly that the plastic deformation

mechanism contributed to the sintering process. However, we

found that the curve of NF5-NP1 showed a diffusion behavior.

We suspected that this diffusion behavior was active by the

large curvature in the neck.

At 600 K, a very limited surface diffusion was activated in

NF5-NP1, NF6-NP2, andNP1-NP1. However, since the diffusion

mechanism was so small that the plastic deformation mech-

anism still dominated the sintering process, and as the
Table 4 e The result of shrinkage and x/W at 500 K, 600 K and

Shrinkage NF5-NP1 NF6-NP2 NF7-NP3 NF8-N

500 K 0.2 0.15 0.11 0.1

600 K 0.205 0.153 0.125 0.1

700 K 0.265 0.195 0.122 0.11

x/W NF5-NP1 NF6-NP2 NF7-NP3 NF8-N

500 K 0.72 0.66 0.59 0.58

600 K 0.72 0.67 0.59 0.58

700 K 0.82 0.67 0.64 0.58
temperature increased to 700 K, the surface diffusion mech-

anism can be observed in all the sintering pairs with different

diffusivity. Except for the NF6-NP2, the sintering pair of NF-NP

showed a larger slop than that of NP-NP in the same size.

There are two reasons for the above results. The first reason

was that the corner atoms of NF had the trend to move to the

bulk of NF, which could facilitate the activity of atoms. The

second reason was that the NF showed a more significant

thermal stability than NP, as shown in melting simulation.

4.2. The effect of the thickness ofNF on sintering ofNF-NP

In section 4.1, we only discussed NF in the ratio of length/

width to thickness of 5:2. According to the melting simulation

results, the NFswith small thicknesswhereasmore active and

had lower melting points than that of NF with large thickness

if the size of NFs’ length/width was the same. And the NFwith

small size and thickness would bend spontaneously and lose

the sharp corner to transform to the round corner by the

displacement of atoms under melting point. In this section,

we were primarily interested in only discussing the NFs with

the ratio of length/width to thickness of difference contrib-

uted by the ratio of length/width to thickness5:2 at 500 K.

Figure 10(a) and 10(b) were the snapshots of the sintering

process of NF1-NP1 and NF2-NP2, respectively. Since the

structure of NF1 was the most active, the surface of NF1 was

not very regular after relaxation. Some atoms in the northwest

corner protruded from the surface. Due to the large ratio of
700 K.

P4 NP1-NP1 NP2-NP2 NP3-NP3 NP4-NP4

0.115 0.067 0.06 0.05

0.13 0.075 0.07 0.055

0.13 0.11 0.07 0.058

P4 NP1-NP1 NP2-NP2 NP3-NP3 NP4-NP4

0.43 0.4 0.41 0.35

0.5 0.4 0.4 0.36

0.56 0.45 0.42 0.38
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Fig. 9 e The evolutions of MSD of NF-NP and NP-NP in 4 sizes at (a) 500 K, (b) 600 K, (c) 700 K. The color schemewas the same

as that in Fig. 8.
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surface to the volume, the amorphous atoms had a large

proportion, which induced NF1 was more unstable than NF5.

Because the thinner NF was easy to deform, NF1 was bent as

soon as the NF1 was attached to NP1. And the neck was

formed at 4 ps. We can observe that the atoms in the neck

region transformed from crystal atoms to amorphous atoms

accompanied by the generation of a short dislocation.

Although the transformation of NF1-NP1was similar to that of

NF5-NP1, the interaction region of NF1-NP1 was mainly

concentrated in NF, which was opposite to NF5-NP1.

At 7 ps, NF1 returned to its original shape. The atoms in the

neck further crystal. The dislocations in the neck aremoved to

the inner of NF. As the sintering progressed, the atoms in both

sides of NF1 moved to the neck to facilitate the neck growing

(11 ps). However, the degree of bending was so large that the

atoms at the upper and lower of the NF connected to the

surface of NP and formed a part of the neck. And it was

observed that the neck region and the region on the left side of

the neck had completely transformed to the FCC structure (11

ps). At 21 ps, the structure became equilibrium. We can find

that before the sintering process entered the final stage, with

the surface atoms continuing diffusing to the neck, the neck

size further increased, which was only 0.5 nm smaller than

the diameters of NP. And all the amorphous atoms in the bulk

of NF transformed to crystal structure along with a stacking

fault.

In the sintering process of NF1-NP1, the effect of bending

behavior was more significant. In the case of normal (NF5-

NP1), the bending behavior can only change the sintering

stress in the neck. However, for NF1-NP1, the bending

behavior induced both sides of NF to bend inwardwith a larger

curvature. Therefore, the attachment behavior of both sides of

NF seems to be the second sintering, which could provide

additional sintering stress to the sintering process.

For the sintering pair of NF2-NP2 (Fig. 10(b)), the ratio of

length/width to thickness was the same as NF1. Therefore, we

could also observe the same behavior, such as bending toward

left then right (5e23 ps), and a part of both sides of NF

participated in the sintering process (23e37 ps). And a stack-

ing fault also appeared in the corner of NF. However, since the

morphology of NF2 was more stable than that of NF1, the

degree of bending behavior was weakened a lot.

Apparently, the bending behavior during the sintering of

NF-NP was a necessary process, which could facilitate neck

growth. The snapshots of the sintering process of NF-NP
(Fig. 7(a), Fig. 9(a) (b)) indicatted that the bending behavior

was size-dependent. To detect the size effect on the bending

of NF during the sintering process, we calculated the curva-

ture of the surface atoms located on the right side of NF. The

steps were as follows:

(1) Since the position of NF that first contacted with NPwas

the center of NF on plane B, we selected the middle

three-layer as shown in Fig. 11 and got their coordinate

data at the beginning of sintering.

(2) The coordinate data was exported to the two-

dimensional coordinate system. To easily fit the atoms

coordinate by polynomial model, the x and z coordinate

data of atoms location was regarded as y and x coordi-

nate data in the coordinate system used to fit. And we

fitted the coordinate to the quadratic polynomial curve.

(3) According to the quadratic polynomial curve, we

calculated the largest curvature of this curve.

(4) Repeated the steps above and calculated the curvature

of the next ps. The atoms distribution with the largest

curvature and their fitting curves were shown in

Fig. 12(a)

(5) Selected themaximum value of curvature as the largest

curvature of NF during the sintering process and

recorded in Fig. 12(b).

Figure 12(b) showed that the maximum curvatures of the

NF during the sintering process were highly size-dependent.

Firstly, for the diameter of NP (or the length/width of NF)

equal to 5, 7, and 11 nm, the curvatures of the thin NFs were

almost six times larger than that of thick NFs under the same

size. The size of length/width also had an influence on cur-

vature of bending. Especially for the thin NF, the effect of the

length/width was significant. For the thick NF, the effect of

length/width was not very critical. It was found that the cur-

vature of NF6 was similar to the curvature of NF7. However,

for NF1, the bending curvature of NF1 was equal to the surface

curvature of NP1. Therefore, the degree of bending was

influenced by the size of NF itself and the size of NP. The

bending curvature may become larger if NF1 sintered with a

smaller NP.

Figure 13 shows the x/W and shrinkage of the nano pairs of

NF-NP with 7 nm, 9 nm, 11 nm at 500 K. Due to the NF1 being

completed coated on NP1, the neck size and the shrinkagewas

hard to define and calculate. Therefore, the shrinkage and x/

https://doi.org/10.1016/j.jmrt.2021.12.029
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Fig. 10 e The snapshots of (a) NF1-NP1 and (b) NF2-NP2 during the sintering process in initial stage and intermediate stage

at 500 K. The color scheme was the same as that of Fig. 7.
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W of NF1-NP1 and NF5-NP1 were not presented in Fig. 11. The

curves showed that the thickness of NF had a significant effect

on the results of x/W and shrinkage. When the diameters of

NF are smaller than 11 nm, the decreased thickness can in-

creasemore than 30% of the x/W and the shrinkage. However,

the effect of thickness on x/W and shrinkage reducedwith the

increase of the length/width of NF. When the length/width is

up to 11 nm, x/W and shrinkage of NF4-NP4 were only 5%

larger than these of NF8-NP4.

4.3. The effect of crystal misorientation

In previous sections, we discussed the sintering process of NF-

NP without crystal misorientation. However, the crystal
Fig. 11 e The right view (a) and the top view (b) of the surface a

curvature.
misorientation was common and inevitable in the sintering

experiment. Investigating the effect of crystal misorientation

was crucial for us to understand the sintering mechanism of

NF-NP. Currently, the crystal misorientation with small-angle

had already been studied [32]. The large-angle crystal

misorientation had not been reported so far. Therefore, in this

section, we simulated the sintering process of NF-NP with a

large rotation angle. And we mainly studied the effect of

crystal misorientation on the sintering process, as shown in

Fig. 14.

The initial state of the sintering pair with a 45� misalign-

ment was shown in Fig. 14. At 5ps, the sintering pair was

attached to each other. And the neck consisted of amorphous

atoms was formed. Since the atom number at initial contact
toms in the middle three lines that selected to calculate to

https://doi.org/10.1016/j.jmrt.2021.12.029
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Fig. 12 e (a) The coordinate data of the selected atoms and their fitting results (b) the final curvature calculated from the

fitting curves of 8 types of NF.
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and arranged orientation of atomswas changed, the degree of

amorphous transformation was decreased. The neck grew

rapidly. The amorphous-crystallization mechanism did not

occur at the initial stage. We observed that the amorphous

atoms filled the neck. A tilted grain boundary was formed at

the neck because of the rotation of NP. Therefore, the dislo-

cation hardly appeared in the neck. Under the influence of

sintered stress and crystal misorientation, the grain boundary

was very thick. And we also found a partial dislocation

appeared near the neck region, which induced the formation

of a small size stacking fault. However, the appearance of

dislocation and the stacking faults was short-lived. The
Fig. 13 e The evolution of (a) ratio of neck size to the radius of

with a flack in varying sizes from 7 to 11 nm.
dislocation moved to the grain boundary and the stacking

faults transformed to FCC structure, as shown in 16 ps. In

order to further decrease the energy of distortion in the neck,

some amorphous atoms can also be transformed to FCC

without the contribution of dislocation. Therefore, the thick-

ness of the tilted grain boundary was reduced. Since the FCC

structure is denser than the amorphous structure, the neck

size was also decreased.

From the above behavior and analysis, the driving force of

the sintering process of NF-NP with crystal misorientation is

divided into two parts, reducing the surface energy and grain

boundary energy. However, the large number of amorphous
sphere NP (x/W) and (b) shrinkage for sintering of a sphere

https://doi.org/10.1016/j.jmrt.2021.12.029
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Fig. 14 e The snapshots and interface mesh of NF5-NP1 with 45�crystal misorientation. The color scheme was the same as

that of Fig. 7.
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atoms transformed to FCC can decrease the neck size and

increase the shrinkage. In the following sintering process, we

found two interesting behaviors.

The first one was the rotation of NF. After 16 ps, the sin-

tering structure evolution became slow. Due the crystal

misorientation, the NF and NP had the trend of co-alignment

[33]. Therefore, at 55 ps, the NP rotated counterclockwise by

a small angle to reduce the misorientation. The rotation

behavior caused the upside and downside of the neck to suffer
Fig. 15 e (a) The x/W and (b) shrinkage of sintering pairs of NF5

misorientation.
the stretch stress and squeeze stress. A shape that similar to a

crack source formed, which led to the curvature of the upside

of the neck increased. However, the downside of the neck

expanded to continue reducing the surface energy. And at 378

ps, the region contained large curvature that had been filled by

surface atoms, which increased the neck size, as shown in Fig.

15(a). We observed that all the curves of NF5eNF8 presented a

slow increase. Although the results in 3.2 showed that the

surface diffusion had not been activated because of low
-NP1, NF6-NP2, NF7-NP3, NF8-NP4 with 45� crystal
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temperature, we suggested that the displacement of surface

atomswas contributed by the active corner and edge atoms of

NF. Although the rotation behavior can also b e observed in

intermediate stage of sintering of NF5-NP1, the aim of rotation

was crystal alignment. NP1 also rotated with NF5. However, in

Fig. 14, the crystal orientation of NP1 did not change when NF

had already completed the rotation behavior.

The second interesting behavior was themigration of grain

boundary. This behavior was also very slow. Before 55 ps, the

atomsofNFnear theneckhadalreadyshownthe trendof grain

boundary migration. We could observe that the interface be-

tween the bulk of NF and the grain boundary was mixed with

FCC structure and amorphous structure, which indicated that

the migration had not been completed. At 55 ps, the grain

boundary migration was first observed and displaced to the

direction of NP for 1 atom layer. Until 378 ps, the grain

boundary stopped the migration. We suggested that

themigration of grain boundarywas induced by the rotation of

NF.

The evolution of x/W and shrinkage of these four sintering

pairs were shown in Fig. 15(a) and (b), respectively. Compared

with previous results, when the NF and NP were not aligned

with each other, the x/W curves showed a slow fluctuating

upward trend after the intermediate stage. However, the

crystal misorientation had little effect on the final value of x/

W. And for the shrinkage curve, the crystalmisorientation had

no influence on the evolution process. But as we analyzed

before, the existence of grain boundary decreased the densi-

fication of the neck, which led to a smaller shrinkage than that

of sintered structure with crystal alignment.

In this section, we analyzed the sintering process of NF-NP

with crystalmisalignment. The process of neck formation and

growth, and two unique sintering behaviors, rotation of NF

and grain boundary migration, had been reported. However,

since the main content of our study was not the effect of

crystal misorientation, we did not further analyze it in this

section. And the detail and the mechanisms of the effect of

crystalmisorientation on the sintering process of NF-NP could

be continued to investigate in the future.
5. Conclusion

1. In the same ratio of length/width to thickness, the melting

point of NF increasedwith the size. Themelting point of NF

decreasedwith thickness for NF with similar volume (atom

number). At the temperature far below the melting point,

the sharp corner transformed to around the corner. As the

temperature close to melting points, the small size of NF

with the ratio of length/width to thickness of 5:1 was bent.

2. The sintering process of NF-NP can be divided into four

stages: PE decreased rapidly, metastable state, PE

decreased at a slow rate, equilibrium. Due to themismatch

of different shapes, more defects were generated during

the sintering process. The stacking fault existed in sintered

structure can be eliminated by the interaction of

dislocations.

3. The x/W and the shrinkage of NF-NP were better than that

of NP-NP in the same size. And a new phenomenon that
the NF bent toward NP during the sintering process was be

found, which was size-dependent. The curvature of NF

underwent a bending process increased as the thickness or

the length/width decrease. This phenomenon could facil-

itate the neck size further higher than NF5 and NF6.

4. The crystal misorientation between NF and NP can reduce

the x/W and shrinkage due to the tilted grain boundary.

Because of missing the dislocation, the dislocation had few

effects on the sintering process of NP with crystal misori-

entation. In order to decrease the crystal distortion induced

by misorientation, NF rotated a small angle. This behavior

led tomore surface atoms diffused to the neck activated by

the large curvature generated in the neck.
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